Efficient Computation of Exchange Energy Density with Gaussian Basis Functions.
Density functional theory (DFT) is widely applied in chemistry and physics. Still it fails to correctly predict quantitatively or even qualitatively for systems with significant nondynamic correlation. Several DFT functionals were proposed in recent years to treat the nondynamic correlation, most of which added the exact exchange energy density as a new variable. This quantity, calculated as Hartree-Fock (HF) exchange energy density, is the computational bottleneck for calculations with these new functionals. We present an implementation of an efficient seminumerical algorithm in this paper as a solution for this computational bottleneck. The method scales quadratically with respect to the molecular size and the basis set size. The scheme, exact for the purpose of computing the HF exchange energy density, is favored for medium-sized basis sets and can be competitive even for large basis sets with efficient grids when compared with our previous approximate resolution-of-identity scheme. It can also be used as a seminumerical integration scheme to compute the HF exchange energy and matrix on a standard atom-centered grid. Calculations on a series of alanine peptides show that for large basis sets the seminumerical scheme becomes competitive to the conventional analytical method and can be about six times faster for aug-cc-pvtz basis. The practicality of the algorithm is demonstrated through a local hybrid self-consistent calculation of the acenes-20 molecule.